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As we begin 2023 looking at technology-oriented investments, a ‘consumer-slowdown’ and

related macroeconomic factors are front and centre in investor considerations:

 

Worldwide shipments in personal computers (PCs) totalled 286.2 million units in

2022, a 16% decline from 20211.

Global Information Technology spending contracted 0.2% in 2022, dropping to a total

figure of $4.38 trillion. It is rare to see this figure, which represents spending

in many different categories of things, contract. PCs, smartphones and other devices

are seeing the biggest cuts. Devices spending dropped more than 10% in 20222.

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. (TSMC) has indicated that its revenue can

drop as much as roughly 5% in the current quarter, and that it expects lower capital

expenditures when measured against the 2022 figures. TSMC is the world’s largest

contract chip maker, and it has set the capital expenditure budget at $32 to $36

billion, which compares to $3.3 billion 20223.

 

However, the fact that semiconductors companies behave in a cyclical fashion, sensitive

to the ups and downs of supply and demand is not new. There was a deluge of negative

news and a downplaying of forward looking expectations in the second half of 2022.

During earnings call, the CEOs of semiconductor companies put on a masterclass of

seeking to lower forward-looking expectations.

 

Therefore, we could be in a position where, at the start of 2023, any news that does not

represent the most bearish of possible outcomes is actually viewed positively.

 

Semiconductor Companies have Rallied Strongly to Start 2023Semiconductor Companies have Rallied Strongly to Start 2023

 

When many investors think about ‘growth’ or ‘tech’, they first thing of the Nasdaq 100

Index. This index functions as a baseline, where the top holdings are some of the

world’s largest companies driving what we think of as ‘information technology’ forward.

 

In Figure 1a, we created a ratio chart, where, as the line moves from the left to the

right of the page4:
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An upward or positive slope represents the outperformance of Semiconductors

companies relative to the Nasdaq 100 Index.

A downward or negative slope represents the underperformance of Semiconductors

companies relative to the Nasdaq 100 Index.

 

When we see that the overall trend going back to 2015, we know that Semiconductors

companies have generally performed strongly—since the line is higher at the right of the

chart than the left, we know that Semiconductors outperformed the Nasdaq 100 Index.

However, the line is not stable or smooth, and it is characterized by sweeping upward

and downward trends. We show those figures specifically in Figure 1b.

 

This full period was strong from ‘tech stocks.’ The Nasdaq 100 Index was up 14.5%

annualised, whereas Semiconductors were up 18.2% annualised.

Our ‘recent memory’ is colouring our perception, so what we likely remember closely

is how it felt to watch Semiconductors drop -34.6%, but at the same time the Nasdaq

100 Index dropped -32.6%. 2022, as we all well know, was a rough year for the

returns of technology-oriented stocks.

We would say that the 2022 experience was largely a result of what had come directly

before—a massive expansion in near-term demand as many people shifted their working

practices and purchased different types of hardware to allow them to work from

anyway. From 17 June 2019 to 31 December 2021, Semiconductors returned 55.0%,

annualised, while the broader Nasdaq 100 Index returned 36.4%.

We find it interesting that, even with all the same headwinds, like higher interest

rates and a higher cost of capital and a lowered expectation of global economic

growth, Semiconductor stocks have risen 15.7% in the first 3 weeks of 2023, which

compares with the Nasdaq 100 Index rising 8.5%. 3 weeks is not a significant length

of time, but it’s notable that this period immediately precedes companies reporting

their earnings results from the period ended 31 December 2022. Maybe there is an

implicit assumption in these returns that the results could be ‘less bad’ than what

the CEOs of the Semiconductor companies had guided toward in prior quarters.

 

Figure 1a: Ratio of Cumulative Performance—Semiconductors vs. Nasdaq 100 IndexFigure 1a: Ratio of Cumulative Performance—Semiconductors vs. Nasdaq 100 Index

(2 January 2015 to 23 January 2023)(2 January 2015 to 23 January 2023)

  

Figure 1b: Table of Returns over Selected Periods within Figure 1a.Figure 1b: Table of Returns over Selected Periods within Figure 1a.
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Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. 1st January 2015 to 23rd January 2023. In USD. Semiconductors performance is

proxied by the MSCI ACWI Semiconductors and Semconductor equipments net TR Index

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

Conclusion: The Two Forces of 2023 that Determine the Semiconductor ReturnConclusion: The Two Forces of 2023 that Determine the Semiconductor Return

ExperienceExperience

 

No one knows how the performance of semiconductor companies will evolve over 2023, but

we are watching two critical areas of the space.

 

1. Even if 2022 was poor from a direct share price performance perspective, there was

an enormous array of announcements of planned new plants to be built in different

states in the U.S. There was also the passage of the ‘Chips Act.’ Even if it will

take years before these plants will be making physical chips that can be sold, the

signal that these companies are adjusting their supply chains to be less

geographically reliant on Taiwan is an important one.

2. As we stated, the general CEO of a semiconductor company was focused on lowering

guidance for the upcoming quarterly earnings results. When this happens, the future

reports become less about the number on the page and more about whether the number

on the page is ‘less bad’ than the guidance. If there is a perception that things

are ‘less bad’ it’s possible that share prices can rally even if the results in

isolation do not look great.

 

If Semiconductors can continue to outperform the Nasdaq 100 Index through the upcoming

earnings season, this would lend strength to the concept that they may be able to hold

onto this for the year, as opposed to us remembering that quick 3 week period of strong

performance before the market gave it all back.
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View the online version of this article here.
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